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1. General provisions 
 

1.1. The competition is organized by Lithuanian Automobile Rally e-Championship 

“Atlantis Games e-LARC”. The main Organizer and coordinator of the competition: Mr. 

Ignas Augustonis, phone no.: +370-617-19533, email: info@e-larc.lt. 

1.2. “Rally Lithuania 2021” is ran via Richard Burns Rally platform, together with a 

Hungarian plugin and the newest version of NGP physics. 

1.3. Official website of the Championship: e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng 

1.4. Links to the official communication platforms of the Championship: 

Facebook: facebook.com/eLARCLT  
Instagram: instagram.com/e_larclt 
 

2. Calendar 
 

2021-11-10 (Wednesday) 

12:00 (UTC +2) Opening Date for Entries e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-
eng 

12:00 (UTC +2) Publication of entry List (in order of 
submition) 

e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-
eng 

2021-11-26 (Friday) 

10:30 (UTC +2) Publication of Itineary e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-
eng; facebook.com/eLARCLT 

2021-12-03 (Friday) 

23:59 (UTC +2) Closing Date for Entries e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-
eng 

2021-12-04 (Saturday) 

10:30 (UTC +2) Publication of Starting Numbers e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-
eng; facebook.com/eLARCLT 

2021-12-06 (Monday) 

01:00 (UTC +2) Start of Competition rallysimfans.hu 

2021-12-12 (Sunday) 

23:59 (UTC +2) Finish of Competition rallysimfans.hu 

2021-12-13 (Monday) 

10:30 (UTC +2) Publication of Results e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-
eng; facebook.com/eLARCLT 

 

3. Running of Rally Lithuania 2021 competition 
 

3.1. Access to “Rally Lithuania 2021” will be possible only with a password, which 

will be sent to all participants by e-mail the day before the start of event. Competitors are 

info@e-larc.lt
https://www.rallysimfans.hu/rbr/index.php
https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng/
https://www.facebook.com/eLARCLT
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https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng/
https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng/
https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng/
https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng/
https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-eng/
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only allowed to share this information between participants who have registered for this 

competition. 

3.2. Don‘t show the 3D pacenote and countdown of pacenote distance option will 

be used for pacenotes. 

3.3. Each participant will have 5 Competent mechanics in the Service Zone. 

3.4. 5 minutes length Road Side Service Zone is allowed for each participant. 

3.5. Only Gravel Intermediate compound of tires will be eligible in “Rally Lithuania 

2021”. 

3.6. Participants will be able to use the “Super Rally” rule after each Leg. 

3.7. Justified technical problems (due to power shutting down, antivirus program, 

malfunction or shutdown of the computer, etc.), are considered critical mechanical 

problems of the vehicle, corresponding to retirement from the event (DNF) and are not a 

subject for the Organizer’s consideration.  

3.8.   Participant can leave tournament only after the finish of any Leg. 

3.9. Hungarian plugin will only give a reset automatically after the game crash when 

the special stage was loading. 

3.10.   The moment when the Competitor starts at the start line of the first special 

stage is considered a start of the event. 

 

4. Competitors, registration 
 

4.1. In order to participate in the Rally Lithuania 2021 Competitors must be 

registered in rallysimfans.hu website. 

4.2. Names of the Competitors should meet the following format: SURNAME Name 

or NAME Surname, e.g. JOHN Smith, SMITH John, etc. However, competitors may have 

nicknames (pseudonyms). 

4.3. Competitor must submit his/her real name in the Registration Form, written 

correctly in national language of that Competitor. Real name will be used in the official 

communication and race result reports. 

4.4. During registration, Competitor must write the correct e-mail address to which 

special password of this event will be sent. 

https://www.rallysimfans.hu/rbr/index.php
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4.5. Competitor must fill in a registration form in order to register to the 

competition. 

4.6. Registration is free of charge. 

4.7. In order to change the car, the participant must re-submit in 4.5. rule 

mentioned registration form. This opportunity will be available until the deadline for 

registration for this competition. 

 

5. Eligible cars. Starting numbers. 
 

5.1. All cars, belonging to classes of WRC 2.0, Rally2/R5, S2000, R4, N4, Rally3, 

Rally4/R2, R3, 2, A5 and some cars, belonging to classes of WRC 1.6, A6, A7, A8 and B are 

elegible to participate in this competition. Full list of cars is constantly updated and 

published on the official website. 

5.2. The only changes in car setup are the ones, allowed on Richard Burns Rally 

simulator setup menu. Participants may not edit car setups externally during the events. 

5.3. No seperate technical regulations will be prepared for all cars, because the 

platform makes sure equal conditions for all Competitors, who only use modifications, 

allowed in p. 5.2. 

5.4. Starting numbers will be divided according to results of “Atlantis Games e-

LARC 2021” and the actual speed of the participants. 

5.5. The advertisement is mandatory in shared public photo and video content. 

Starting number must match the number, given by the Organizers. 

 

6. Rally Lithuania 2021 classifications 
 

6.1. These classifications will be held in this competition: 

Category Car classes / cars 

1 WRC 2.0, WRC 1.6 (all cars manufactured before 2017) 

2 Rally2/R5, S2000 

3 R4, N4, Rally3 

4 Rally4/R2, R3, A7 (Kit Car), Rally5 

BMW BMW M3 E30, BMW M3 E36 

https://e-larc.lt/en/rally-lithuania-2021-registration/
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Historic 

Lada VFTS, Škoda 130 RS, Fiat 126, Škoda Favorit 136 L, Wartburg 

353 W 460, Trabant P 800 RS, Škoda 130 LR, Peugeot 106 Rallye S20, 

VW Golf II GTI 16V, Renault Clio 16S Williams 

 

7. Penalties 
 

7.1. Illegal restarts - cancellation of event results. 

7.2. Single person participates as multiple Participants: disqualification from the 

competiton for all of these Competitors. 

7.3. Other infringements, e.g.: any disrespectful action towards organizers, 

partners or other participants, profanity in the comment section during the tournament 

– Organizer’s decision. 


